Remote Controller

Thermal Fuse / Overheat Switch:
- In IG System:
  - E1: 11 ~ 13 VDC, 3.5 ~ 3.9 K ohms
  - F2: 11 ~ 13 VDC, 5.5 ~ 6.2 K ohms
- In (POV) System:
  - H2: 2 ~ 15 VDC, 67 ~ 81 ohms
- In (Main) System:
  - Pink - Black: Wire color Voltage Resistance Connector # Pin #'s

Gas Pressure Setting
- Yellow - Black: 11 ~ 13 VDC, 3.5 ~ 3.9 K ohms
- Black - Red: 11 ~ 13 VDC, 5.5 ~ 6.2 K ohms
- Orange - Orange: 2 ~ 15 VDC, 87 ~ 106 ohms

Dip Switches Settings
- Adjust switches 2 and 3 in the bank of 8 depending on your altitude according to the table below.
- The original PC boards on the water heaters do not have these dip switches. Only spare PC boards have this bank.

Error Codes
- Over Temperature Warning: Check for leaks in air flow around unit and vent terminal.
- Gas Pressure Setting Fault: Check for low water flow in a circulating system causing short cycling.
- Water Flow Servo Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Mobile Home / RV: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Heat Exchanger Outgassing Temperature Sensor Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Heat Exchanger Exhausting Temperature Sensor Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Gas Pressure Setting Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Gas Solenoid Valve Signal Abnormal: Check moduleing gas solenoid valve wiring harness for loose connections.
- Water Flow Servo Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Modulating Gas Solenoid Valve Signal Abnormal: Check moduleing gas solenoid valve wiring harness for loose connections.
- Heat Exchanger Exhausting Temperature Sensor Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Gas Pressure Setting Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Gas Solenoid Valve Signal Abnormal: Check moduleing gas solenoid valve wiring harness for loose connections.
- Water Flow Servo Fault: Check sensor wiring for damage.
- Modulating Gas Solenoid Valve Signal Abnormal: Check moduleing gas solenoid valve wiring harness for loose connections.
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